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Eclipse...
into the light
For a truly stunning fire, the all-new
Gazco Eclipse 100 offers the
complete package. State-of-the-art
features, beautiful design and
cutting edge technology combine
to create the ultimate ambiance
in your home. With an impressive
heat output complemented by a
choice of frames and lining options,
the high efficiency Eclipse 100 can
be tailored to your taste and will
instantly add contemporary elegance
to any home.

Front Cover Image: Eclipse 100 Icon XS with Ledgestone Effect Lining

Eclipse 100 Expression in Graphite with Black Reeded Lining

•

Maximum Heat Output - 9.35kW

•

High Efficiency - up to 85%

•

‘Dual Burner‘ allows two sets of flames
to be controlled independently

•

Choice of two stunning linings - Black
Reeded or Ledgestone Effect

•

Choice of three stylish frame options 		
and a frameless ‘Edge’ model

•

Highly realistic log effect fuel bed with
glowing embers

•

Programmable Thermostatic Remote

•

Integral Convected Fan Air System

•

Balanced Flue - Natural Gas and LPG

•

British Designed, Engineered
and Manufactured

MADE IN
BRITAIN
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Innovation & Inspiration...
Fabulous Flames and Frames
The very latest fire to adorn the Gazco range, the Eclipse 100 brings with it a series of new
technological advancements that combine to create a high efficiency fire with a truly awe-inspiring
flame picture. The generous firebox offers a highly realistic flame picture that flows through a
hand-painted, ultra realistic log-effect fuel bed accentuated by a mesmerising glowing ember
bed. The Eclipse also presents a choice of three sophisticated frames and a ‘hole-in-the-wall’
frameless Edge design which ensures there is a modern, contemporary style choice to suit

high
EFFICIENCY

all interiors.

Convenient Control
The Eclipse 100 also comes complete with a Programmable Thermostatic remote control as
standard. Allowing you full control over your fire, the handset operates everything from ignition to
extinguish as well as integrating a programmable timer, temperature control and Gazco’s convection
fan air system from the touch of a button. The advanced dual-burner system also allows you to set
your perfect atmosphere by selecting to use one or two burners, giving you total control over flame
height and heat output.

Luxury Linings
Further extending its appeal and style options,
the Eclipse 100 has two attractive lining choices
- classic Black Reeded and smart Ledgestone
Effect. The Black Reeded lining offers a striking
contrast to the flickering flame, whilst the
Ledgestone Effect, with its textured profile finish,
brings a brighter, natural alternative that adds interest
even when the fire is off. Each lining enhances the
overall setting of your new Eclipse fire whilst offering their
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own unique and distinctive finish.

Black Reeded Lining

Ledgestone Effect Lining

Relax... it’s Gazco!
Expert Retailer Network
We take great care to ensure that our fires are designed, tested and manufactured to the highest possible
quality and safety standards. We are just as concerned to make certain that they are sold and installed
correctly so that you enjoy years of pleasure from your fire.
Accordingly, you will find our products are only available from experienced, independent retailers who will
be happy to show you a selection of models locally in their showrooms, often fully operational. These
independent retailers will discuss your individual requirements both technical (such as sizing the heat
output to your room and advising on your flue type) and design, and ensure that you select the most
appropriate product for your home.
They will also be able to advise on, or assist with, the installation process as well as help provide any
after-sales support and servicing your appliance may require in the future.
Whilst we encourage our retailers to promote fireplace products and their outlets via the internet, we
do not believe suitable levels of customer care and satisfaction can be obtained from purchasing
the product only online and we would strongly recommend that you consider this when undertaking
your research and making a purchasing decision. Furthermore, please be aware that we do not offer
technical support (beyond our statutory responsibilities) to products bought via nationwide online sales,
where this support would normally be offered by one of our qualified, independent retailers.

Expert Retailer - Five Year Extended Warranty
Furthermore your Gazco Expert Retailer will provide you with a Five Year Extended Warranty for your new gas
fire, provided your fire is registered with Gazco. Please note, this warranty excludes certain consumable parts.
Fires purchased outside of Gazco’s Expert Retailer Network will carry a standard
1 Year Warranty. Full warranty terms and conditions are available to view at
www.gazco.com. The Eclipse 100 is also CE marked meaning it has been
independently tested to exacting European standards for safety as well as heating
efficiency and emissions.
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Eclipse 100 Edge with Black Reeded Lining

Eclipse Edge

Eclipse 100 Edge with Ledgestone Effect Lining

Installed as a frameless ‘Edge’, the Eclipse 100 can create a breathtaking hole-in-the-wall focal point that lets the enticing

Dimensions upon installation ( w x h ):

flame picture take centre stage - perfect for any interior. With the tall, eager flames dancing through the wonderfully

1067 x 451mm

realistic log-effect fuel bed, the Eclipse 100 Edge is a statement in itself.
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Eclipse Expression

Eclipse 100 Expression in Graphite with Black Reeded Lining. Installed with a Tiled Wall Fitting Kit.

The Eclipse Expression is a versatile frame that can fit in with a wide spectrum of interior styles. Available in Graphite or a choice

Frame Finishes:

of three stunning metallic colour options, the deep profile of the Expression frame has a smooth, geometric design which
perfectly captures the large flame picture and naturalistic log-effect fuel bed. A perfect finish to an already incredible focal point.
Frame Dimensions ( w x h x d ): 1290 x 650 x 40mm
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Further images are shown on pages 2 and 15.

Graphite

Metallic
Red

Metallic
Bronze

Ivory

Eclipse 100 Expression in Graphite with Ledgestone Effect Lining
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Eclipse 100 Verve XS in Graphite
with Ledgestone Effect Lining

Eclipse Verve XS

Eclipse 100 Verve XS in Metallic Red with Black Reeded Lining

For a slightly bolder style choice, the Eclipse Verve XS has a subtly curving 3D form which can be appreciated from all

Frame Finishes:

angles. Available in sophisticated Graphite or a choice of striking supplementary colours, the Verve XS really adds impact
and accentuates the impressive Eclipse in your living room.
Frame Dimensions ( w x h x d ): 1435 x 693 x 58mm
A further image is shown on the back cover of this brochure

Graphite

Metallic
Red

Metallic
Bronze

Ivory
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Eclipse Icon XS

Eclipse 100 Icon XS with Ledgestone Effect Lining

A truly magnificent, iconic design - the Eclipse Icon XS really delivers in style with its lavish black glass frame. Surrounding

Finish:

the eye-catching flame and fuel-bed, the highly reflective black glass surfaces eschew any nod to traditional styling and
instead places the emphasis purely on contemporary designer chic.
Frame Dimensions ( w x h x d ): 1386 x 754 x 26mm
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Black Glass

Eclipse 100 Icon XS with Black Reeded Lining
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Technical Information
Eclipse 100 Dimensions

Installation and Safety
Gazco gas fires must be fitted and annually serviced by a qualified gas installer (GasSafe
registered in the United Kingdom or Bord Gáis registered in the Republic of Ireland) who

620mm (center)

To aid the essential flow of non-combustion air around the appliance, the cavity of the

344mm

147mm
(center)

should also verify the proposed site conditions are fully suitable for the product selected.
chimney breast must be vented to the room. Full details of this along with complete
installation instructions are available view or download from www.gazco.com

1094mm
1315mm

Please note that all parts of these fires, particularly the glass panel on certain models,

1240mm

become extremely hot during operation and can result in serious injury and burns if
touched. It is therefore recommended that a fireguard complying with BS 8423:2002

786mm

647mm

697mm

837mm

451mm
(Viewing Area)

918mm

is used in the presence of young children, the elderly or infirm.
1087mm (Viewing Area)

195mm

Owing to variations in studio lighting and printing inks, the finishes/colours of fires
illustrated in this brochure may differ slightly from actual models. Before purchasing,

40mm (clearance under appliance)

please ask your retailer to show you finish/colour samples. Whilst all the flame
pictures shown in this brochure are actual fires, flame pictures may vary depending

Product Codes
Prod. Code

Lining

on the installation, flue conditions and geographical/surrounding features that may
Gas Type

Heat Input Heat Output

Efficiency

X 128-041

Ledgestone

Nat. Gas

11.00kW

9.35kW

85%

X 128-429

Ledgestone

LPG

10.80kW

9.18kW

85%

X 128-030

Black Reeded

Nat. Gas

11.00kW

9.35kW

85%

X 128-516

Black Reeded

LPG

10.80kW

9.18kW

85%

Frames

effect the efficiency of the flue.
Gazco pursue a policy of continuous product improvement, therefore, whilst our
products are correct at the time of the photography, we reserve the right to make
alterations and amendments. Exact product details should be discussed with your retailer
at the time of purchase.

Accessories

928-172

Icon XS - Black Glass

928-358

Ledgestone Lining Set

Renovation Kit

928-090*

Verve XS - Graphite*

928-279

Black Reeded Lining Set

928-023*

Expression - Graphite*

999-639

Battery Back-up Kit

This innovative addition allows your balanced flue Eclipse 100 fire to be installed in an existing

999-117

Tiled Wall Fitting Kit

*The Verve XS and Expression frames are also available in Metallic Red (RD), Metallic Bronze (BZ) and
Ivory (IV). Please use the product code provided with the relevant suffix for your choice of colour. For
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Colours/Flame Pictures & Product Improvement

example: Verve XS in Ivory 928 -090IV

fireplace opening by passing two liners down a conventional masonry system. Your retailer will
be able to advise on your specific requirements.

Eclipse 100 Expression in Ivory with Ledgestone Effect Lining
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Eclipse 100 Verve XS in Graphite
with Black Reeded Lining
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